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A Verse for the link
Honors students are not nerds. Well, sometimes
They kind of are, but the best kind of nerds.
“Studious,” but also gifted with rhymes,
Meter, and lots o’ figurative words.
This issue of HONORSlink celebrates
Works by Honors students and alumni.
Poems and essays without grades, due dates,
Or any school-ish rules to abide by.
Know this, too: iambic composition
Is much trickier than I expected.
Which may be why my own link submission
Was editorially rejected.
And so, dejected, with my pen I wrote
A graceful, sonnet-style “Director’s Note.”
                                                                With kindest regards,
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Reflections: New Year’s Eve 54
THOUGHTS, DREAMS, CADENCE — 
so many ways that words can be crafted to tell stories, 
amuse us or make us contemplate an idea.
It takes courage to share a work built on words 
woven together to form something new. 
We applaud the authors of the writings 
to follow and hope you enjoy 




















Reflections...when you look back at the day and wonder how 
it all happened. When you remember a time long ago that changed your 
perspective. When you realize how your goals in life have changed over 
the years to bring you to where you are today. Those times are reflec-
tions, special moments where we all realize how far we’ve come and just 
what we’ve passed by. These are some of those moments, framed in an 
instant, shared with us so we may be able to reflect on them ourselves.
Marty McKew ’21
New Year’s Eve
By Kaitlin DiNapoli ’08
We’re out too late, I thought. The kids have been sick and the health center won’t be 
open tomorrow. I waited for a lull in the conversation — it took a few minutes, since the 
party was slipping into its third bottle of Prosecco.
“It’s about that time, my love,” I whispered to Jason. I set about gathering bumble hats 
and winter coats. In true Italian fashion, grazies and ciaos bounced back and forth for 
several volleys. We walked down the apartment steps, still smiling, and our middle 
child, Luke, traced a Roman column, centuries old, on the first floor.
Vicenza’s streets were quiet, perhaps because we were so close to the zona a traffico 
limitato, the city’s historic center where no cars are allowed.
“We’re a pack of hyenas,” Jason grinned to the boys.
“Entering the city walls,” added Johnny, our oldest, remembering a nature documentary 
we had watched days before.
The whole family yipped and howled our way down the dim street to the car, pausing to 
admire a dripping, pink-graffiti heart. We sang on the drive home. As we pulled onto our 
street, the notes of our last chorus still ringing in my ears, I remarked that our sleepy 
little town didn’t seem to be celebrating this New Year. I smiled.
Jason and I set about trying to get everyone pajamaed, brushed, and bedded quickly. 
Bedtimes had long passed. Giulia complied — she, our youngest at five months old, had 
no desire to relive the night as Johnny did or ask late-night questions about tricera-
topses as Luke did. Not even Jason’s most soothing Spotify classical mix could calm the 
boys.
Then, twenty minutes to midnight, the fireworks started. Those sound close, I thought. 
Jason must have thought the same; I heard him agree to sit in the boys’ room for a few 
minutes as the fireworks began to explode in series.
continued on page 6
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Near Year’s Eve (continued from page 5)
Curious at the first bursts of sound, I slipped into our room and opened the door to the balcony. I stepped out and 
hugged our comforter around myself to ward off the cold (as well as our neighbors’ opinions of my sleepwear). 
Magic surrounded our house. The nearby comunes set off their displays, launching bursts of shimmering color and 
sound into the night. The villagers bid arrivederci to 2018. Rockets shot up from our neighbors’ yards, exploding 
into vivid showers of green, red, and the laughter from children and adults alike. Gleeful Italian phrases drifted up 
toward my perch on the balcony.
I have to share this.
I went inside and met Jason in the hallway. I could see Johnny’s head peeking over his nightstand, above the soccer 
trophies and pterodactyl and meteorite and notes from loved ones. “Come with me,” I whispered to them so as to 
not wake Luke, whose long eyelashes finally rested on his cheekbones, his beloved plush dog Wilson clutched to his 
chest.
I picked Johnny up, wrapped him in the comforter with me, and stepped outside. Fireworks rose and popped 
around us just as the bubbles did in our Prosecco an hour earlier. Johnny waved and yelled, “Buon capodanno” to 
eight-year-old Sophia on the adjoining balcony. After a sparkling moment, we returned to the warmth and light of 
our home. Jason kissed me. My internal monologue — Are we up too late? Will Giulia or Luke awaken? Will the kids 
get sick? Are we doing the right thing, raising them across an ocean from grandparents, aunts, uncles? — quieted. 
Only faith, hope, and love remained.
Later that week, our life returned to its weekly routine, Johnny handed me a painting as we walked out of his 
preschool.
“Look!” I said to Luke and Giulia. “Johnny painted four suns — one red, one green, one blue, and one yellow.” 
“Mommy,” he corrected me, “those are the fireworks.”
The Wheels on the Bus
By Nolan Nicaise ’11
Pick the Chinatown bus because it’s the cheapest. Fifty bucks and you can jostle and rattle through the night on 
the vacant highways from the Big Apple straight to Cincinnati. Pray to God that the bus doesn’t break down or 
catch on fire. Take a couple Benadryls and forget the whole thing. Forget the flapping bathroom door, the creaking 
window pane, the sputtering diesel engine. Forget the sleepy hamlets of Appalachia and the dead deer littering the 
shoulder. Forget how long the ride is or the name of that town where you were let off the bus to pee while it filled 
up with fuel. Forget the friends you left behind and the suburban hell you’re going back to. Put in those ear plugs, 
wrap your head in a sweatshirt and try to snooze. You’ll be there before you know it.
A Stranger’s Generosity
By Lianna Nordwig ’19
On my first trip to West Virginia, I went to visit my boyfriend’s grandparents, Sam 
and Jane. They had a large house overlooking the ninth hole of a highly acclaimed golf 
course. There was an unofficial family reunion, and all of Sam and Jane’s kids and their 
families were there. Cousins scurried around the house giggling and laughing while the 
adults chatted, telling whimsical stories of celebrities and larger-than-life characters. 
Through the chaos and commotion, I felt welcome.
Later that evening Sam, Luke’s “Papa,” called both of us into his office. Sam was 
probably in his 70s and Italian to the bone. He had leathery skin, but otherwise hardly 
showed any signs of aging. His small, dark eyes had a special sparkle when he told 
stories, and his mouth hardly ever stopped talking and laughing. He asked if Luke 
wanted first dibs on any of an assortment of knick-knacks sitting on his bookcase. At 
some point during the conversation, Luke asked if the painting next to the large window 
overlooking the golf course had always been there.
It was a portrait of a man, likely in his late 20’s or early 30’s that bore strong resem-
blance to both of Luke’s uncles. He was handsome with dark hair and eyes. His stoic 
face seemed as though it had seen tough times.
“That is my father, Samuel,” Sam answered.
That question was all he needed to jump into one of his lengthy stories that would make 
his wife roll her eyes, but they were stories that I had quickly realized that I loved.
Samuel Urso’s father died before he was born and so he was raised by his mother until 
the age of six. Little Sammy came home from school one day and was handed a coin for 
a cable car along with the news that his mother was in the hospital. The young boy made 
the walk of about 2 miles to the cable car station on the other side of the hill. The path 
was lined with trees and bushes, but a small glimmer of light caught the boy’s attention. 
He looked down and saw a dime. A dime doesn’t seem like much today, but in those 
days, that was a nice sum of money to find. Excited, Samuel searched the nearby bushes 
and along the edges of the path to see if there was any more. Sure enough, he came 
across a nickel. He was still crouched down on the path when he heard the rumble of 
the cable car on its way. Realizing that it was 4 o’clock, the last trip for the car, Samuel 
began to run. He arrived at the station just in time to see the last car pull away into the 
distance. Dejected, Samuel walked seven miles along the tracks to the hospital.
It’s hard to be noticed when you are a small boy in the chaos of a hospital, but Samuel 
quickly got the attention of a nurse. In a few minutes, Samuel was notified that his 
mother had passed away about an hour earlier. He was now an orphan.
Learning the news, his sister, only 13 years old, tried to convince her husband to let 
Samuel move in with them. Her husband said no as they barely had enough money  
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A Stranger’s Generosity (continued from page 7)
for the two of them. Anyone who knows the Italian stereotype, however, knows that 
family is extremely important. She told Samuel what her husband had said but she also 
told him, “He goes to bed at nine. Any time after that you can climb into the crawl space 
under the porch. I’ll put some blankets down there for you and give you supper. We get 
up at four. I’ll wake you up before I wake up my husband.”
Samuel secretly lived under the porch of his sister’s house. He still went to school, but 
there was a lot of time between when school let out and when he could go home to his 
hole under the porch. As he wandered around he saw a general store with a large wagon 
full of goods to be stocked. Normally, when business was slow the employees would 
come out, grab a few boxes, and put them on the shelves. Samuel picked up a box and 
walked into the store and began putting things on the shelf. When he was done, he went 
out and got another box. By the end of the day the general store owner came over to 
talk to him. His name was Charlie Thompson. He thanked Samuel for his work and as 
payment he gave him a pair of socks. Those were…they were…
At this point in the story Sam begins to get choked up. His eyes fill with tears and he 
takes a white handkerchief out of his back pocket. He swallows back the sobs as Luke 
puts a hand on his shoulder and rubs his back.
“Those were the first pair of socks he’d ever owned,” Sam forces out. At this, he lets the 
tears flow and cries silently for a moment.
“Charlie Thompson,” Sam continues, “gave my father his first pair of socks at age six. 
Can you imagine? Socks.”
Samuel returned every day to stock the shelves at the general store and Charlie 
Thompson became curious. Why wasn’t this boy going home? He asked around and 
found that Samuel was an orphan. Upon learning this, he made a small space for Samuel 
in the corner of his store where he could sleep.
I’m not sure what happened to Samuel between ages six and twenty, but despite his 
difficult upbringing he became an insurance salesman. More importantly though, he 
raised a wonderful family. His son, Sam, followed in his father’s footsteps and became a 
very successful insurance salesman. Sam and his wife, Jane, had three kids, Mark, Tre, 
and Beth. All of them are successful, but even more notable is their kindness and gener-
osity that has been passed down through the generations from Samuel. I have Samuel 
and the generosity of Charlie Thompson to thank for these people who have welcomed 
me into their home and their family with a plethora of laughs, authentic Italian food, and 
wonderful stories like this one.
Sacrifices on the Altar of Motherhood 
By Meghann Naveau ’10
Seventeen. On a brisk morning I catch my breath on our commute, my 3-year-old son and 7-month-old daughter 
making squeals and requests for Trolls music from the backseat. A quick count totals 17 sacrifices in two hours of 
waking as I dressed, fed, corrected and loved my babies that morning.
I knew becoming a mother would require giving of myself. My body? Obviously growing two humans changes 
things. My career? How many colleagues had I seen take the “mommy track,” working a while after one child, 
their devotion questioned when management perceived a lack of visibility at the office as a lack of professional 
effort?
Between stoplights and the drop-off lane, I self-righteously consider the enormity of my sacrifices. My body had 
gained and lost close to 50 pounds, then gained 40 and lost all but those last pesky 10. Countless finger pricks to 
manage gestational diabetes, countless grams and calories tracked, hundreds of minutes of movement logged.
Relationships with friends evolved and ended. No longer able to hang out on a whim and carefully guarding my 
time for the precious waking seconds I could see gummy smiles and feel chubby fingers trace my face, some 
friends were more understanding than others. A career on the fast-track slowed when I could see my family 
suffering; the long hours and fast pace I had grown to love as I hit rung after rung on the proverbial professional 
ladder came with a personal cost.
“Mommy, you know those wise men looking up at the star? They were looking for Jesus. And there was Mary with 
her legs to the side at the manger. And Gabriel! With his wings! And Joseph and Mary were wearing robes. That’s 
funny, huh, those robes? You remember the shepherds?”
His wide-eyed excitement catches as a lump in my throat. Had Mary counted her sacrifices? Questioned her 
decision to say yes when that angel came calling? Debated what to do with the gold, frankincense and myrrh those 
wise men brought? Where was she supposed to pack those when they had to flee, anyway?
I was sacrificing, but not just in the physical or obvious ways I originally thought. Sacrificing an old way of life, one 
that was being made new in Christ as I played a part in making two new lives. I let go of being “so busy” to make 
time for the little moments, wanting to remember their smiles more than my phone screen. Instead of striving in 
a career the world said was successful, I am discerning where the Father is calling, listening as He works in the 
heart of an eager (but sometimes reluctant) servant. That body that used to take 90 minutes to “get ready,” the 
body I critiqued for size and shape at every angle now runs longer and farther than ever before. Something about 
carrying two large babies, laboring for 27 hours and functioning for months on broken sleep empowered me to 
learn its real strength.
My spirit isn’t bothered by the questions about “those scratch marks on your belly, Mommy.” Women who used 
to be polite acquaintances are my closest friends, bonds formed through texts of “Is it normal for him to fight 
bedtime this much?” and “SOS! Send prayers. And wine!” running deeper than chit chat over cocktails.
In a stage of life where I seemingly sacrifice something — my time, my agenda, my clean kitchen floor — every 
minute or two, I’m trying not to count with a sour, all-about-me mindset. Instead, I’m making an effort to appre-
ciate the opportunity to offer each sacrifice, knowing each lesson taught and nose wiped is a pleasing-to-God part 
of building the Kingdom here on earth. Seventeen is just a small start.
Short Stories: The Void I Orbit 1110
the following cReative pieces consist of shoRt stoRies written by both 
students and alumni. These intricately narrated tales articulate the writing ability of those  
from the University Honors Program, while also echoing the diverse voices of Honors  
students and alumni.  From each of these individuals comes a unique set of backgrounds,  
beliefs and experiences; and by using these as their foreground, our writers bring to life  
a piece of themselves within their fictional narratives.
Emily Battaglia ’20
The Void I Orbit
By Anna Biesecker-Mast ’22
 The clock chimes twice — a slow afternoon. It echoes throughout the hollow carcass that is now my home. 
Why is it always so dark in here? How annoying — when the dimness of a room tricks you into thinking more of 
the day has passed. The darkness appears to ooze from an unidentifiable source and there seems to be a sticky 
shadow seeping out of every crevice — under the fire place mantle, behind his empty recliner, and between the 
stoic mahogany picture frames on the wall. It leaks from everywhere he used to be — how dare he leave behind 
endless voids for me to deal with. They talk to me, they taunt me, they even have the 
audacity to judge me. Back and forth, my chair creeks to the ticking and the tocking of 
the grandfather clock which looms above, watching me, never for one second leaving 
me unsupervised. It’s unsettling — like the Mona Lisa’s eyes following you no matter 
how hard to attempt to dodge their gaze. Back and forth, the pendulum swings, getting 
slower and slower as time passes.
 The silver feels like ice in the grip of my hand as I scrape it across the bottom of 
the cake tin. Rubber. Like the last hundred batches.
 The darkest shadow calls me from the corner of the living room: Dana, just try 
one more time. You’ll feel it again. I’m a slave to its beckoning. Not depressed enough, 
I obey, sliding the tin onto the glass coffee table and folding up out of my rocking chair. 
My back screams in pain as I bend down to pull out the bench. It’s a polished black, and 
blood rushes to the outskirts of my body — my limbs, my toes. My fingers. What a sad 
measly bunch they are, dangling on my hand. Useless.
 But, oh do the keys feel familiar. The ivory is glossy and smooth — almost like 
tracing a tranquil pond with your finger. The sheet music perched precariously on the 
piano looks sad and abandoned—a state I know personally. But sitting there, hands 
curled over the key bed, covering C through G, foot hovering over the pedal, and back 
instinctively hunched — I feel ready to convulse as the music so requires of me. I was 
not just an instrument of the music, I was the breather of life and interpretation into a 
piece of music anyone could have access to. I was an artist. Attempting once more to 
play, I lower the weight of my hand over my index finger and drop it onto the D above 
middle C and for a brief moment there is a tone so familiar I close my eyes to relish in 
its purity. But shortly thereafter my hand seizes up in an unnatural stiffness. I wince in 
pain and yank back my hand, as if the keys themselves had burned my fingers. Damn 
arthritis.
 I float limply, like dead weight, back to the kitchen where crusty pots and pans 
scattered across the countertops remind me of my other failed attempt earlier that 
morning. The life I lived has slipped through my crooked fingers. I had a clear purpose 
then, but now it feels like the sun has been ripped from my solar system, and all that’s 
left are my remnants wandering around in the darkness, blind.
 I envy the days I always knew where I was going, what I had to do. Put a smile 
on my husband’s face with the aroma of piping hot iced cinnamon rolls and spiced apple 
pie. Play “something soothing, dear” for his particularly stressful days, helping him to 
fall asleep right there on his recliner.
 The cushion still bears a significant contour where he used to plop himself after 
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A Waste
By Treven Cade ’21
 It doesn’t quite matter why I’m here, where I’ve been, or where I’ll go after. For 
all intents and purposes, I was born here. Thrown into existence. No previous memory 
matters, aspects of the future neither motivate nor thrust me forward. All thinking, no 
matter the caliber, and all actions, no matter the scope, keep me here. The chaos of the 
world formulated its vision of fate and destiny for the blind and nitwitted to grasp, and 
it doesn’t change the fact I am here.
 There is a slight mist, ever so faint, but enough to leave visible condensation on 
the casket. I reckon this is a harsh climate for exposing tombs. The ground is covered in 
snow, and my feet are cold.
 I am thinking of death. For her, for me, but not of us: not of the universe. She 
had wanted to change the world, of course. I never had the heart to tell her. Our dismal, 
hellish, blue dot hasn’t changed for anyone. We have interpreted the world, but change? 
What a far bigger word. Even if she made a plane to fly to Jupiter, became the first 
woman to ever set foot on its soil, what would change? The universe is like a clock, and 
human beings are the first to be gifted hands that can speed the process up. In spite 
of this, no amount of pushing will ever cause permanent change. We can only change 
minds, the most temporary and fluid of creatures. I might seem cynical, but she’s 
long past Jupiter now: gazing at the distant stars and floating further and further up 
somewhere. And the world hasn’t batted an eye.
 She was 6 years old, 13 years younger than me. Now that she’s gone, I scoff at 
the word purpose and laugh at the word meaning. All while imagining her in that box. 
Her service is uneventful, but for the rest of my life I must remember it. For some 
reason or another. Afterwards, I find it quite surprising how simple thoughts can make 
time fly. I barely remember anything about the coffin, but I remember Jupiter vividly.
 After the service, my family drives to our church for a feast. Such an absurd 
tradition, but I hear all of our friends and congregation will be there. Which is even 
more absurd. Then we arrive, I see family and congregation standing outside the church 
door. Their feet must be cold. They huddle around my father’s window as he rolls it 
down.
 “Why are y’all just standing outside?”
 “We were waiting for you,  
   don’tcha got the key for us to get in?”
 “Oh, Sal. I lost that thang months ago.”
 “So we’ve just been standing here 
   wasting our time?”
The Things They Carried
By Lian Mitzian ’21
 Underneath the glowing sunlight, they carried sleeping bags strung onto their neon yellow World Youth 
Day backpacks. They carried only the necessities trying to keep their loads as light as possible for the four-mile 
uphill walk through the local streets of Brzegi, Poland. Inside their bags they carried their phones, a mass hymnal, 
water, scarfs, flashlights, raincoats and sweatshirts for the evening. 
 Once they reached the end of their journey, scrunched shoulder to shoulder, barely enough room to 
breathe, the pilgrims waited to receive a light blue drawstring bag they would carry for the next mile full of 
canned proteins, vegetables and processed chocolatey treats: their meals for the next two days. 
 Walking up toward the vast green fields fit to hold over 1.6 million people from around the world, Patrick 
Ahearn, sixteen years old, six foot eight in stature and native to Raleigh, North Carolina, entered Section D at 
Campus Misericordiae. In his backpack Patrick carried grey sweatpants, a worn-out Panthers jersey along with 
green rosary beads, two packs of orange - mango flavored gum, protein bars and a blue notebook his father had 
given to him for his First Communion. But even greater, Patrick carried the burden of his father whose shocking 
death from a fishing trip mishap, just two months ago, weighed on his heart. 
 Across from Patrick, in Section F, was an older, college-aged, brown-haired, blue-eyed Polish girl named 
Anna. She and six girlfriends had air mattresses laid out and were braiding each others’ hair while Hillsong United 
played in the distance. As Anna walked around she carried her red and white pocketbook containing a deck of 
cards, a picture of Saint John Paul II and her deceased grandmother’s engagement ring. Strolling past the food 
vendors Anna’s carefree spirit dissipated, acknowledging that she carried the regret of not knowing English well 
enough to get into university in London. Along with rejection Anna carried the shame of being the only one of her 
ten siblings not to have been accepted. 
 Way beyond Patrick and Anna, directly in front of the stage, sits an older gentleman in blue jeans: a 
47-year-old Austrian named Dr. Lukas Bauer. In his backpack Dr. Bauer carries oatmeal raisin cookies, blue 
tinted sunglasses, a copy of Jules Verne’s Journey to the Center of the Earth and a stethoscope. A self-proclaimed 
agnostic, Dr. Bauer’s son tricked him into coming on this pilgrimage. In the beginning, Dr. Bauer carried anger 
against his son’s faith. To his astonishment, this week has culminated into Dr. Bauer thinking maybe there is 
some truth to religion. Just beginning to unravel life’s greatest mysteries, Dr. Bauer carries the curiosity to start 
exploring for himself. 
 Together these pilgrims carry the desire to move forward in their lives despite the hardships they have 
faced. They carry the thought of knowing when they return home, although with a renewed sense of spirituality, 
they have the realities of life to face. Although they may not understand Italian, they know in their hearts the 
intentions the Holy Father has spoken to them and believe it is their responsibility to carry out his message. They 
carry the hope of knowing that although adversity is inevitable, if they remain faithful their lives will turn out far 
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“I do love and cherish all of my creation.”
“So you’re the second God?”
“Why can it not be both?”
“What do you mean why can’t it be both? Those contradict each other. You can’t be both, it makes no sense.”
“You, my child, could not be both. I, however, have always been, and always will be both.”
“So all the different stories about you?”
“They’re all true.”
“You flooded the earth?”
“I did.”
“But you sent something to save us.”
“Of course I did.”
“You got angry with man?”
“As a mother would with her disobedient child.”
“But you let us live as we want anyway.”




By Annabelle Harsch ’21
 The sentinel stands in the center of the dark wasteland, silent and unresponsive. Ever unmoving, always 
watching, a barrier to the goodness and noise of the other side. The sentinel is a test for those who have stood in 
front of this massive barrier and if the test has been passed, the sentinel allows access to the other side. If not, 
those who stood in front of the sentinel will always stand in the shadows, never catching colors of the other side or 
the sounds beyond the sentinel.
 A girl stares at the silent door. She grips the cold, empty doorknob once more, hoping for a second chance, 
and heaves it open. Beyond is the same infinite nothing. The same dusty darkness and gloom. Her eyes are open, 
but unseeing.
 She sees nothing. Nothing truly real.
 A deep mark is set in her hand from her impatient grip on the doorknob. The girl gazes longingly at the 
other side of the frame, hopelessness etched across her face. If only she could have a different view. One full of 
sounds, smells, colors. The door slams closed. No sound echoes around the wasteland.
 The girl leans roughly against the frigid door and raises her hands to the exhaustion written on her face. 
Her hands come away wet and shining. She wasn’t aware she had been crying.
 The girl had been here, with no escape, for what seemed like forever. Lost in her mind from day to day, 
hoping for some way to leave. Weariness and desperation wrapped itself around her mind, suffocating her. Closing 
off fresh, clean air found beyond the door. 
 She couldn’t remember what freedom felt like.






By Jordan Elliott ’22
“So which is it?” I asked, arms crossed. I think I was floating, but if I’m being quite honest, I don’t know how I was 
standing there.
“Excuse me?” He replied, a hint of indignation in His voice.
“Which God are you?” I altered my question, but not my stance.
“I think I’m the one who should be asking the questions,” He replied with a chuckle, “Would you like to tell me 
about that time…”
“No, no, I’d like you to answer my question.”
“I’m not quite sure I understand your question.”
“Oh come on, you’re God. Of course you understand my question.”
“Ah, yes, I forget that you humans do have some understanding of me. Well, I use the word understanding lightly.”
“Can I have an answer?”
“Can I have a please? No wonder you’re here talking to me instead of already upstairs.”
I tried to roll my eyes but it didn’t work. I looked at God. Could he stop me from rolling my eyes? The gleam in his 
eye gave me my answer.
“Can you please tell me which God you are? I’ve only been trying to figure it out my whole life,” I rephrased my 
question, dropping my arms to my side in exasperation.
“Your whole life,” He laughed, “As if that was a long time.”
I furrowed my brow. “That’s a bit dark. It was your decision for me to die anyway.”
“Of course it was. I figured you were ready to move on. Don’t sound so bitter; there are much better things in store 
for you here.”
“Can we begin with an answer to my question?”
“Well, I’m here talking to you, aren’t I?”
“Of course God answers a question with a question.”
“My child, what do you think the answer to your question is? Here you are, standing before me.”
Another failed attempt to roll my eyes. “If I knew the answer, I wouldn’t be asking you. It was your son’s teachings 
on earth that taught us we can’t for sure know anything about you. We’re always wondering about you. Even as I 
stand before you, there’s no way I could describe what I’m seeing, or even feeling.”
God looked at me for a moment before replying, “Did it hurt when you died?”
“I don’t remember.”
“Think.”
“I don’t remember feeling any pain.”
“Do you think I would let you feel pain in your last moments? Do I lack that much care for what I have created?”
“I don’t know.”
“You do. You most certainly do. The answers have always been within your own mind.”
“So you’re the first God.”
14
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Waiting for the Ghost Train
By Monica Rook ’18
 Lucy sat at her bedroom window every night and waited. Her Irish father had told her stories about 
ghosts and fairies when she was little, but Lucy had never believed him because even when she was small, Lucy 
didn’t believe in much of anything she couldn’t see or touch for herself. He was full of superstitions and sayings. 
Whenever they drove past a cemetery, he would say that there was nothing to fear because ghosts aren’t able 
to cross roads. “Roads take you to the next place you are going,” he had said. “And you see, ghosts are stuck in 
between. No ghost can ever cross a road.”
 Lucy didn’t believe any of it, but she couldn’t sleep after the week she spent waiting under the hateful 
hospital florescent lights. Sitting up at her bedroom window past midnight gave her something to do. The hospital 
bag, still unpacked, lay shoved under the bed like an unloved dog. She couldn’t bring herself to touch the bag. She 
hated it.
 “It’s all nonsense,” Lucy had muttered to herself. “Ghosts and angels and second chances…it’s all just false 
hope.”
 Even without him there, she knew what her father would have said:  “Just wait and see.”
 So she did. She sat up at night, by the window, waiting to see what the world would show her to prove her 
wrong — it felt like a waste of time, but she wasn’t going to be sleeping anyways. She’d almost given up on the 
whole thing when nothing happened the first two nights. She felt embarrassed, even though she was alone, that she 
had sat at her window for two hours, fogging up the chilly panes as she squinted out through the murky blueness. 
But it came on the third night.
 The ghost train didn’t make any noise, though it looked like it would. As it flashed, uncanny and iridescent 
like office lights left on in an office late at night, Lucy could see how the train cars rattled and swayed on the 
tracks. But the train was silent — in fact, as it passed, everything around Lucy seemed to be muted as if the 
sound absorbed itself. It looked like a European metro train, rounded and well-used, yet the engine was an antique 
locomotive with a smokestack that puffed perfect intervals of see-through smoke. 
 Lucy sat motionless at her window, afraid that a single movement would somehow make the train 
disappear. Her eyes narrowed in on the passengers of the cars — if she just squinted, she could make them out. A 
man in a neat suit sat with hands folded on his lap and a hat pulled over his face; he was looking down at his hands 
like they had something important to say. A few cars down sat a woman with her hair in a low knot next to a small 
child in knee-high socks, faces expressionless. They were the only people Lucy could see on the train as the cars 
moved by. The other empty cars rattled past and then faded, all at once, into the ink-colored trees at the far end of 
the track.  
 It took many minutes for Lucy to thaw out and move again afterwards, and by then, the tears had already 
dried into salty tracks on her face. She didn’t know she had been crying. Oddly, she didn’t feel sad. Lonely, perhaps, 
but in a distant way, like the whole scene had happened under three feet of ice. She thought something dumb, 
which usually happens in the wake of something unbelievable:  What do ghosts need a train for anyways? The daily 
commute? Weekend trips to the beach? Lucy unwrapped herself from the chair by the window and moved towards 
bed, where she laid staring at the ceiling until morning. 
 Every night after that, Lucy sat the window and waited, patient as a stone, until 1 a.m. And every night 
after the first, the train passed through the pine trees at exactly 1:00 and vanished into the milky mist at 1:04.  For 
all its supernaturalness, the ghost train was punctual. Lucy came to expect its arrival like that of an old friend at 
an airport terminal. She built a routine around her nightly vigils. A steaming hot cup of earl gray tea that sat on 





The Door (continued from page 15)
 Sounds, smells, colors. What was it like to be out, liberated? What was it like to be free from the trappings 
of her mind, the traps she laid herself? The emptiness of the door seeps through her skin to her bones. She focuses 
on that quiet feeling. 
 Darkness surrounds her, and a door watches her. Hollow feeling and blurred sight, but never real.
 Tears flow freely down her cheeks.
 It’s her fault she’s here. There once was a time she had light, color, sound, but didn’t reach out far enough to 
grasp it fully. She took it for granted, like something given but never truly seen. Once the darkness came crashing 
in, she had stretched out her hand to catch the color and sound, but it was too late. Now, darkness is her only 
companion. Darkness is all she has.
 She wants freedom more than anything.
 In her past, she sees a faint outline of an object she used to know. For the third time since she came here, 
she hesitantly reaches out her hand to touch its warm, but dim, glow. The shape enters her troubled soul. Touches 
her and opens her mind, if only a little. Overwhelming forgiveness fills her heart. The girl wipes her tears from her 
eyes and glares back at the sentinel keeping watch, eyes boring into the heavy metal workings.
 The girl pushes herself to her feet and faces the door with fists clenched, heart racing. The gray door.  
 She sees a color. Plain gray, but it’s a real color.
 What do you want?
 To be free.
 Then what are you waiting for?
 A silent smile covers her face. Shaking, her hand touches the cool metal.
 The girl opens the door, metal grinding and churning against the rough gray floor.
 New breath fills her lungs and she sees everything. Green, blue, orange, and red. Blinding yellow, like the 
warmth and joy the girl wished for. Immaculate white, an empty canvas ready for new colors and loves to splash 
and fall onto. Regal purple tones to reach new heights. A deep, sparkling blue the color of truth. Color hits her eyes 
and takes her breath away. Every color reaches her eyes, and she reaches back.
 Devotion flows into the dark room, its sweet smell weakening the room even for a second. Smells of raw 
humor, natural greed, and grounded humbleness reduce the gruesome room to a forgotten state. Every smell 
reaches her nose, and she reaches back.
 Soft whispers of a new life, new love, new promises fill her ears. Roars of excitement, ambition, and 
adventure lean on her. The girl takes tentative steps forward, away from her traps. Her footfalls are heavy and 
unsteady, but she moves forward to the sounds of freedom and joy all the same. Every sound reaches her ears, and 
she reaches back.
 Shy smiles from far away gently guide her face toward the nearby sounds, smells, and colors. Frightened 
frowns swirl at her feet, pushing her further away from the unresponsive sentinel. Quiet faces of those she knew 
hover in front of her, in her reach. The girl stretches her hand out to those faces and closes her fist around the 
memories.
 Confident grin replaces silent smile and the girl finally walks through the door to color, sound, a plethora of 
assorted smells. She shivers as a blast of warm air hits her face and swirls around her, closing her in a hug full of 
longing and promise.
 Freedom is just ahead of her, prison behind. The girl walks on, never looking back, keeping the sounds, 
smells, and colors forever within her reach.
 Walks on to the future.







Waiting on the Ghost Train (continued from page 17)
the windowsill as she pulled the small, velvet armchair up close and wrapped up in a knitted blanket. She resented 
every other room in the house:  her drippy kitchen, gray hallways, and dusty study. They were empty nuisances.
 Only the worn spot by her bedroom windowsill was a place of promise.
 She leaned her face against the frosty glass, hot mug in her hands, and waited. It was an in-between 
season, before summer had given up, but fall had already begun. The crickets sang and a few dogged lightning 
bugs flickered in the grass. The trees had just begun to lose their leaves, which made it easier to see the train as it 
slipped through the inky blueness of the late night air.
 Over time, Lucy began to recognize passengers. She thought about if they had names, or stories, or if 
they missed anyone. Sometimes the cars were full to the point of standing room only, other times, the train pulled 
twelve empty cars behind it. Every night, except for one, Lucy saw the man in the suit with the hat pulled over 
his face. She wondered where he was going each night and then wondered if the train really went anywhere at all. 
Ghosts can never make it to the next place, she remembered. They are always in between.
 Every night, Lucy melted into her soft chair in a pearly pool of moonlight as the train streamed past, like 
cream poured into black tea. The train always glided through the trees, smooth and silent. But on the thirtieth day, 
the train stopped. It jolted and hesitated; the cars bunched up and settled. It was a cold night, and steam rose from 
the top of the train cars. Lucy bent forward in unbreathing disbelief.
 The car windows were framed with condensation, and the light inside was lantern-like. The man with the 
hat sat, hands folded. As the train halted, he shifted, lifting his hat and setting it on the seat next to him. He combed 
one of his hands through his hair and leaned back. Lucy turned to steel, refusing to breathe. Across the nighttime 
air, his gaze travelled like an electrical charge down a wire straight to her.
 To him, she was a small figure framed in the window, warm and safe like a picture on a Christmas card. 
He rose his hand, bent at the elbow, slowly and gave a small, solemn wave. The train shook itself back into motion 
and began pulling itself further down the tracks again. Before the thick of the forest, he saw the figure stand at the 
window, one warm hand pressed against the glass, the other stretched up in goodbye.




By Nolan Nicaise ’11
Summer glory
is to have a smooth bare chest
tanned by the summer sun
and short shorts of white cotton
that show off my upper bronzed thighs
and walk barefoot over the grass and gravel  
     and knotty tree roots
and feel affected by the planet
colored by it
and warmed by it
I want to take off my white cotton shorts and 
when I dip you dip we dip
into the deep
of that lake that you know of
back down that road that they keep paving more of
I want a tan chest the color of dirt  
     under my finger nails
in all its summer glory
Brave Bug
By Annie Klausing ’22
An ant crawled on my face today.
He was a brave little guy.
He crawled on up my cheekbone;
Trekking towards my eye.
I brushed him off, scared I was,
For never have I seen
A bug so courageous
To make my face a trampoline.
That bugger marched on and on,
You could hear his battle cry.
As his curiosity got the best of him
And my scarediness of I. 
I brushed him off so quickly
He ran away, took flight.
But never will I ever forget
Of this brave ant’s playful plight.
 poetry
the unique voices of ouR honoRs students and alumni shine in these next 
few poetry selections. Through their creative, individual styles, each writer captures the 
essence of what it means to be a creative writer. Whether you embark on a train out of town, 
soak up a summer day, or revel in the simple beauty of a museum, let the words of students, 





By Monica Rook ’18
From a scrabbling line of coal dust men,
gray and weary,
I have risen: 
a strange new creature
with pink cheeks, soft hair,
and clean, tiny fingernails.
I am not as strong as they are,
I suppose it could be said,
but I have a minemind
sharp and hard as a diamond.
My grandfather mined coal; I mine words.
Black iron rebellion 
runs a deep seam in me.
Though I often feel undeserving
of research papers,
and fresh cups of coffee,
bought any time without counting pennies.
I have done nothing
to deserve being so precious.
Out of Town Train
By Monica Rook ’18
I’m taking the train out of town,
Past white houses and rose-lined lanes.
Long, flat blue-blackness outside each window
It’s the blackberry part of summer.
A little lonely, my face out the window,
Two blinks and I’m home; three blinks and I’m gone.
Leaving smells like evening and fresh baked bread.
From here, I can suddenly see the old days
Across my lap like a spread-out yellow map
Under skinny, strung-out lines of street lamps
That stand guard over never-traveled roads.
I flicker past these still, blue moments.
Miles more through blueberry fields and lilac rain:
I’m leaving town on the midnight train.
Museum
By Nolan Nicaise ’11
I went to an art museum
just the other week
and pressed some headphones into my ears
and blared the horns of Beirut
as I breezed about the galleries
thinking of Chase and Whistler and
other things too
and it was nice
but I missed something
and that’s the thing I like most about museums
the sound of people’s feet on the hard wood floors
the click clack of heels and dress shoes
the shuffle of loafers
the shifting of weight from one leg to another
and the creak of the floor boards straining and 
stretching
tongue in groove, tight tongue in tight groove
I like that
And I like the sound of the toilet reservoir filling
and the bubbles of champagne bursting at the surface
of a thin stemmed toasting glass
and the clatter of ten thousand birds of a flock  
     folding in the air
and landing in and out of bushes and power lines
like hundreds of kids screaming and laughing at the 
play ground
and the waves hitting wet sand —
I like the creaky clacky steps in the galleries,
maybe even more than the art itself
Phoenix
By Anna Biesecker-Mast ’22
This flaming bird of ours we romanticize. 
Him alone — those white withering feathers
We glorify for the modernity in which we thrive.
But we ask why he’s dying, why his feathers shed?
Why does our future so distinctly resemble
The scorched ashes of his death bed?
Only now can we begin to see
The disillusioned stories we tell,
For our bird is not the only bird,
But one of thousands trapped in cells.
Finished
By Lian Mitzian ‘21
At 60 seconds: The Top
My veins explode off cement tile
Abs tighten as my hips quiver vigorously
Till my head breaks the surface.
Ten feet below ground
Stroke by stroke




My right shoulder cap dips 
under the wavering
 turquoise 
  bubbles. 
Left shoulder cap follows 
Hand reaches beyond the black line 
Pulls past my hip 
With the strength of dynamite. 
Under black and white flags 
I encounter the most 




Spinning my arms faster than
The speed of light
Legs straight




The paper skittered down the street
The leaves scattered to the ground
The wind growled
And blew and bellowed
And the tree stood firm
And whistled.
Its boughs danced, its limbs swayed
The twigs lost their golden glory
The wind screamed
And flew and mellowed
And the tree stood firm
And whistled.
The squirrels scampered up and down
Its ancient trunk, its wrinkled skin
They chattered
And climbed and jumped
And the tree stood strong
And whistled.
September breezes, November winds
Stripped the tree to barest being
Still music held
And song continued
As the tree stood true
And whistled.
The winter passed with dreary days
And springtime seemed so far away






The pale of spring was misting soft
The green of summer soon to bloom
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collecting knowledge, gRowing expeRience, challenging injustice: 
this is what essays are for. Sharing a perspective on a topic in order to have others understand 
it as you do. Developing that idea into a paper that can inspire great change in our world. What 
follows are some such examples from our own Honors students and alumni as they seek to 
share their perspectives and change the world.
Marty McKew ’21
What to the Impoverished Child Is the Classroom?
By Maggie Cahill ’21
to the educated:
Why is education not the undisputed answer to poverty? It worked for us. Why does it not work for them? We know 
the value of learning. We know the value of our education. 
What, to the impoverished child, is the classroom? The classroom should be an opportunity. It should be growth and 
hope. The classroom should be the way to escape a cycle of poverty as endless as the sunrise. But the classroom 
does not allow failure for the impoverished child; the classroom is failure. 
What does the impoverished child learn? She learns that she comes from a family that has failed to succeed in 
finding what the classroom promises. She learns she will get what she works for: nothing more, nothing less. She 
learns that the smarter kids get to read the bigger books.
But the classroom has not learned that she has no one at home to help her with her homework. Or that she did 
not eat breakfast. Or that she slept beneath a thin, wiry blanket last night. Or that she has no quiet place to study. 
Maybe if she had help or food or warmth or peace, she would be an honors student. Maybe then she would have 
some honor. Her worth is measured by her standardized test scores and formal behavior. Both of those could be 
better. She could be better. Her impatience is irrational. Unacceptable. She learns she will never measure up. She 
is not their problem.
Maybe she does not speak English. Maybe she cannot even understand what the teacher or her classmates say. She 
just moved here from another country. The classroom should welcome her differences. The classroom should teach 
her. She should learn, but she is only receptive to half of the words spoken to her, making comprehension difficult.
Maybe she is homeless. She has no bed of her own; some nights, she has no bed at all. She never expects a meal, a 
shower, or a roof over her head. The classroom is the last thought on her mind. People have told her it is her way 
out, but she cannot focus on her schoolwork. Her grades start to slip. She flunks the ACT. There is no chance for a 
scholarship. She ends up where she began: nowhere.
Maybe she lives in a poor neighborhood. It is all her parents can afford. She falls asleep to the blaring of sirens and 
awakes to the odor of her fear-induced sweat. She attends the worst school in the district. She is expected to attend 
this school. It is where she belongs. A school with no funding for a girl with no future.
She cannot survive in the real world because she is not taught to think for herself. To the impoverished child, the 
classroom is a place of regurgitation. Perhaps she could redeem her poor study habits with her unique perspective 
of thought. Perhaps she could develop an opinion. Perhaps she could discover that knowledge is more than an 
isosceles triangle; she could discover why knowledge is the freedom to realize injustice.
Educators, I implore you to recognize her. Pick her out of the crowd. When she acts out, show her tenderness. 
When she pronounces every word wrong, show her patience. When she lashes out at you, show her kindness. When 
she fails the test, show her perseverance. If you tell her she is stupid, she will believe you. If you tell her she is 
great, she will believe you.
Policy makers, I implore you to defend her. Pass legislation in her favor. Standardize as much as you must but 
as little as you can. Picture her amidst the marble and gavels and parliamentary procedure. Do not just give her 
welfare. Do not just give her standards. Do not just give her a chance. Give her an education.
Taxpayers, I implore you to support her. Vote for the people who will defend her. Pay your taxes with intention and 
stubbornness. Use your own education. Give yourself a voice so she can give herself a voice. Value, critique, and 
encourage her education. Hire teachers who care, or if you do not possess that kind of power, positively reinforce 
the ones who do.
Students, I implore you to respect her. Help her feel welcome. Try not to roll your eyes at her when she stumbles 
on the paragraph. Ask her to be your partner. Show her how to close the loops on her B or how to divide the fraction 
or how to dissect the frog. Appreciate what the classroom has given to YOU and give it to someone else. Never 
assume. Do whatever you can to keep her in the classroom.
To the impoverished child, the classroom is supposed to be a place of freedom and opportunity, but instead it is 
a trap, a perpetuator of the cycle of poverty, a limitation. We expect the impoverished child to want to be in the 
classroom, but then we push her into the abyss.
We know the value of learning. We know the value of our education. We were given the opportunities, but we are 
complacent. We blame her circumstances, not the circumstances we have created around her. Her failures uplift 
our own personal successes.
What, to you, is the classroom? What, to me, is the classroom? What, to her, is the classroom? To the privileged 
child, the classroom is a right. To the impoverished child, the classroom is a privilege.
ESSAYS
ESSAYS
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Lessons from Living with Racial Misidentification 
By Will Landers ’19
I am an American, but I was born in South Korea. I speak only English, I played 
T-ball in my local YMCA league, I picked up trumpet in middle school and still 
play. Every Independence Day, I attended the family barbeque, the friend’s party, 
or the city fireworks extravaganza wearing an Old Navy star-spangled t-shirt. 
Yet, I have been called Chinese, Japanese, Vietnamese. Voices have greeted me 
in tongues I cannot comprehend, and eyes have dismissed me with a glance that 
whispers “outsider.” America is my home, but I feel like I am being pushed out, left 
at the door without the password. Alone in white spaces, my differences hang over 
me like a shadow — lurking and sinister. I cannot take belonging for granted.
When I was in elementary school, I wore a uniform of navy-blue pants and red 
polos. I dressed in the same clothes as everyone else, but I still stuck out in a bad 
way. Mom told me I was no different from my classmates, but those classmates 
said that I was different. Innocently, they would pose the question. At dismissal, 
someone would see my mom and ask, “Do you know your real parents?” I would 
answer that the white lady driving the old Windstar was my mom. “No, your real parents,” they would persist, 
“the Asian ones.” I usually repeated my previous line. Afraid of faltering, I occasionally rehearsed the scenario 
mentally. It made my blood boil, but it also exhausted me. 
In high school, one literature teacher asked another haunting question: “What kind of Asian are you?” By the 
midpoint of the year, I thought I could calculate my teacher’s actions and reactions. Among his favorite topics were 
Shakespeare, old English pronunciations, and his proud English ancestry. After months of classes, he had never 
asked me anything personally. Out of the blue, he asked the question. He euphemized, substituting “heritage” for 
“race.” He wanted to avoid offense, but curiosity got the better of him. He saw my shadow, and he had to know 
what it meant. 
When normal people see difference, they feel entitled to an answer. I wanted to flee the classroom, yet I felt 
compelled to deliver. I told the teacher I was Korean, though I still knew little of the culture or language. He gave 
me a canned, “wow, I’m impressed,” expression and said that all the Koreans he knew were hard-working and 
intelligent. The “compliment” left me with a chill. He might have wanted to seem interested in my identity, but he 
instead marked me as deviant. It is not always my peers who cast the shadow.
The shadow followed me to UD. During first-year orientation, every student queued for a nametag and team 
assignment. I was waiting with some hallmates when I felt a glance in my periphery. I was marked but had no idea 
why. My roommate, a friend from Nashville, was speaking when a woman wearing a lacquered nametag stalked 
over. Slowly and deliberately, she asked if my roommate and I were foreign 
students. I choked on a word as she offered to guide us to a separate line, one 
for foreigners. My new friends fell silent. My Vietnamese-American roommate 
deferred to me. I mustered a slow, faux-southern drawl, responding, “No ma’am, 
we’re from Tennessee.” I tipped an invisible cowboy hat as the woman hustled to 
the next person who looked out of place.
These encounters revealed the truth: I am not considered normal. The shadow 
whispers that my “real parents” live in a distant land or that I belong in a 
different country. That is a real danger, since the majority of my friends and the 
strangers I encounter are white. I need to study race and misidentification to 
understand the shadow and to protect myself from it. If the greatest horror is the 
dark unknown, then my studies shine a light. 
My thesis questions the meaning of “American” in literature. “Korean-American” does not convey full belonging in 
the community. The problem lies with the hyphen. As Toni Morrison says, “Americanness” is “whiteness.” African-
American, Korean-American, and other hyphenated labels highlight a sense of foreignness in the individual. 
Whiteness stitches together an amalgamation of identities, which are gradually forgotten over generations. Many 
of my friends claim Anglo, Irish, or German ancestry, but few would guess it on a glance. They could pass as any 
number of different heritages, but mine is painfully visible. When others ask about my ‘real’ family, they try to 
construct me as a Korean-American, Chinese-American, Japanese-American. They want to quarantine me as some 
kind of hyphenated, qualified nationality, something other than the classic white American. 
It is not enough to say that we are a welcoming community. We 
need to respect our neighbors’ full personhood and reject our 
convenient prejudices. We need to challenge the definition of 
“Americanness” as “whiteness.” My face is not Chinese, but it is 
one of many American faces. Life is not black-and-white, blue-
and-pink. We need to drop the hyphen. We need to truly love our 
neighbors, and not just the ones that look like us. 
My parents fought to bring me into this country. They sacrificed 
time, sleep, and finances to bring me, and later my sister, home. 
These white people, who used to retrieve me from school in an 
ancient Ford Windstar minivan, are my real parents. This country is really my country, and I am exhausted from 
the weight of gazes that tell me I have to prove it. I am not “Asian.” I am American and Korean. Here is my home, 
my family, my culture. Here I am to stay.
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Allen D. Armstrong 
Mechanical Engineering
Mayra A. Baeza 
Sociology and Human Right Studies 
Gabrielle K. Baker 
Accounting  
Ross A. Bales 
Pre-medicine  
Lauren N. Barhorst 
Accounting  
Emily R. Bartolone 
Fine Arts  
Gwendolyn A. Bartot 
Accounting




Kate S. Bennett 
Marketing  
Celeste C. Bergman 
Biology  
Macey N. Berkley 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education 
and History 
Emily P. Biery 
Communication: Journalism  
Anna M. Binzer 
Exercise Physiology  
Benton W. Birch 
Civil Engineering  
Jonathan W. Bode 
Biology  
Elizabeth A. Borchers 
Pre-medicine  
Michelle L. Borchers 
Pre-medicine  
Steven G. Borchers 
Pre-medicine  
Claire F. Bowman 
Fine Arts  
Connor W. Boyle 
Economics and Political Science 
David N. Braun 
Mechanical Engineering and Physics
Katie L. Breitenbach 
Biology  
Luke A. Bressler 
Pre-medicine  
Alexander S. Brewer 
Business Economics  
Mary A. Brinkman 
Graphic Design  
Rachel B. Brinkman 
Psychology  
Sara K. Brothers 
Exercise Science  
Andrea M. Bryan 
Geology  
Jessica L. Bullock 
Psychology  
Ashley F. Buseck 
Operations and Supply Management
Rachel K. Buzeta 
Geology  
Lauren N. Cannatelli 
Biology  
Vanessa M. Carey 
International Studies and Spanish 
Hannah K. Carnevale 
Early Childhood Education  
Emma K. Clark 
Biology  
Caroline M. Compton 
Finance  
Jonah K. Connelly 
Electrical Engineering  
Madison E. Conway 
Biology  
Adam B. Costello 
Mechanical Engineering  
Guisela M. Crespo 
International Studies and 
Political Science 
Eric T. Cunningham 
Electrical Engineering
Brian D. Davidson 
Exercise Physiology
Madeleine M. Dennis 
Biology  
Wellsley P. Dennis 
Political Science  
Sallie R. DeYoung 
Finance  
Abigail K. Dibadj 
Political Science  
Chase R. Dollar 
Finance  
Justin W. Dorr 
Accounting  




graduateCecilia D. Hoffart Early Childhood Education  
Luke C. Horner 
Accounting, Business Economics and 
Finance
Sean R. Horst 
Mechanical Engineering  
Sara M. Huber 
Pre-medicine  
Amanda R. Imbrogno 
Business Economics and Finance 
Sabrina A. Jemail 
Economics  
Kelsey M. Julian 
Psychology
Christina Yejin Kang 
Early Childhood Education  
Victoria L. Karpuszka 
Psychology  
Sarah A. Kessel
Political Science  
Brendan W. Kinzler 
Mechanical Engineering  
Chloe M. Kisela 
Criminal Justice Studies  
Hannah N. Klein 
Spanish  
Carley A. Kline 
Marketing  
Ronald C. Knapp 
Chemical Engineering  
Shane T. Kosir 
Mechanical Engineering  
Matthew F. Kramer 
Chemical Engineering  
Jordan D. Kremer 
Industrial Engineering Technology  
Caroline E. Krumme 
Mechanical Engineering
Hope A. Kruzick 
Finance  
Kaylin A. Kultgen 
Pre-medicine  
Maria P. LaBello 
Pre-medicine  
Grace K. Lamantia 
Exercise Physiology
Courtney E. Lamb 
Early Childhood Education  
William E. Landers 
English and Political Science 
David P. Leisring 
Finance  
Robert A. Leszcynski 
Biochemistry  
Brandi A. Letsche 
International Studies  
Heather A. Leuer 
Mechanical Engineering
Matthew P. Leverick 
Biochemistry  
Gina E. Martinette 
Exercise Physiology  
Ryan M. Martini 
Civil Engineering  
Stephen T. McFadden 
Mechanical Engineering
Megan J. McKelvey 
English  
Donald E. McKenna 
Pre-medicine  
Marlena R. Merling 
Biology  
Elizabeth G. Michalenko 
Electrical Engineering  
Sarah V. Miller 
Electrical Engineering  
Stephanie A. Miller 
Chemical Engineering  
Kaileen M. Mitchell 
Marketing  
Margaret A. Moeller 
Early Childhood Education  
Sarah B. Morgan 
Pre-physical Therapy  
Jacob T. Morman 
Pre-medicine
Chandler W. Mote 
History  
Andrea R. Mott 
Mechanical Engineering
Austin M. Mueller 
Pre-medicine  
Phoebe M. Mularoni 
Pre-medicine  
Lauren M. Murray 
Dietetics  
Marissa L. Murthy 
Exercise Physiology  
Lisa J. Musselman 
Civil Engineering  
Adam J. Notarianni 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education 
Robert Z. Oberholzer 
Pre-medicine and Psychology 
Haley L. Oda 
Entrepreneurship and Marketing 
Natalie C. O’Dowd 
Accounting and
Operations and Supply Management 
Nicholas A. Oesterling 
Economics  
Katherine C. Opacich 
Mechanical Engineering
Karina H. Palermo 
Psychology
Jordan M. Passafiume 
Pre-physical Therapy  
Anna K. Pierce 
Business Economics and Finance 
Amelia I. Pompilio 
Mathematics  
Ryan E. Restrepo 
Biology  
Alexis J. Reynolds 
Psychology  
Rebecca S. Rhein 
Criminal Justice Studies and 
Political Science 
Rebecca L. Richardson 
Criminal Justice Studies and Sociology 
Emily A. Rickert 
Biology  
Madison E. Rinderle 
Early Childhood Education  
Eduardo J. Rive Lockwood 
Pre-medicine  
Lauren M. Rivera 
Mechanical Engineering
Noelle E. Rizzo 
International Studies and Mathematics 
Abigail L. Robeson 
Pre-medicine  
Joshua W. Romo 
Chemical Engineering  
Jane E. Rosmarin 
Pre-physical Therapy  
Rose A. Rucoba 
English  
Danielle M. Ruffolo 
Entrepreneurship and Marketing 
Robert E. Ryan 
Accounting and Finance 
Allison R. Saracina 
International Studies  
Joseph E. Saurine 
Biochemistry  
Naomi E. Schalle 
Mechanical Engineering
Abigail R. Schatzman 
Accounting and 
Management Information Systems 








featured in every  
winter issue — please
send us your news!
Malle R. Schilling 
Mechanical Engineering
Amanda M. Schleper 
Pre-medicine  
Anna K. Schmackers 
Mechanical Engineering  
Erika M. Schmitt 
Exercise Physiology  
Leah A. Schneider 
Exercise Science  
Katherine M. Schrader 
Biology  
Eric R. Schutter 
Sports Management  
Sarah M. Scoville 
Language Education and Spanish 
Margaret K. Sheehan 
Psychology
William T. Shovelton 
Mechanical Engineering
Nathan P. Sikora 
History  
Michael M. Simpson 
Civil Engineering  
Elizabeth C. Sinnathamby 
Biology  
Emily C. Sizemore 
Chemical Engineering  
Danielle E. Smith
Physics
Taylor M. Sparbanie 
Environmental Biology  
Olivia M. Stanforth 
Biology  
Madeline S. Stegner 
Early Childhood Education  
Kim A. Steinhebel 
Dietetics  
Ethan R. Steinmetz 
Mechanical Engineering
Benjamin J. Stock 
Industrial Engineering Technology  
Megan C. Taschner 
Pre-physical Therapy and Spanish 
Marrisa A. Therriault 
Pre-medicine and Psychology 
Peter M. Tierney 
Civil Engineering  
Kristina S. Tinkle 
Exercise Physiology  
Robert J. Tipton 
Mechanical Engineering
Taylor K. Tovey 
Secondary Catholic Religious Education 
Matthew A. Urbik 
Accounting and Finance 
Andrea M. Vietti 
Biology  
John R. Walker 
History  
Julia M. Ward 
Pre-physical Therapy  
Marie T. Weckesser 
Biology
Madison L. Weimer 
Psychology  
John C. Weis 
Pre-medicine  
Joel M. Weitz 
Mechanical Engineering  
Emma C. Welge 
Marketing and  
Entrepreneurship 
Sarah C. Whitehouse 
Music Therapy  
Samantha D. Windsor 
Early Childhood Education  
Madeline K. Wolfe 
Biology  
Daniel E. Wollenberg 
Accounting and Finance 
Yuk Yu Wong 
Pre-medicine  
Corinne M. Woodruff 
English and Religious Studies 
Lesley L. Wray 
Music Therapy  
Michael R. Zahorec 
Mechanical Engineering and
Philosophy 
Zachary J. Zielinski 
Music Education  
Rachel G. Zinck 
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2019 Issue 2
August
 16 Honors Student Welcome
September
 TBD Signature Program Celebration
 15 Junior On-line Workshop
October
 15 Hull Applications Due (for Winter/
Spring 2020 trips)
 TBD Senior Thesis Meeting
 TBD Sophomore Meeting
 TBD First-Year Meeting
November
 1 Global Flyers Applications Due
 10 Thesis Intent Documents Due
December
 3 Art Show Entries Due
 13 December Graduate Lunch
University Honors Program
300 College Park
Dayton, OH  45469-0311
News and notes from the University of Dayton Honors Program
An Irish Blessing
In Memoriam of Richard A. Welsh, M.D., ’45
By Jack Welsh ’15
May you always grin wryly,
Be your gin glass filled highly.
Be your home filled with warmth in various ways,
God love you and keep you for many long days.
And until the time we meet again,
God grant you health, wisdom, and hundreds of kin.
